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Modules over a quasialgebra(here, by quasialgebra we mean a leftH-module
algebra, whereH is a quasi-Hopf algebra), as defined by Albuquerque and Majid,
coincide with modules over a certain associative algebra, a quasi-Hopf smash prod-
uct. As a consequence of this, we get that the category of modules over the octo-
nions is isomorphic to the category of modules over the algebra of 838 real
matrices. We provide a new approach to the endomorphism quasialgebra associated
to a left H-module, which in the finite dimensional case yields the same results as
the one of Albuquerque and Majid. We discuss possible definitions as endomor-
phism quasialgebras for Heisenberg doubles of a finite dimensional quasi-Hopf
algebra. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1789280]

I. INTRODUCTION

The starting point of this paper was the following question we asked ourselves: What could be
a module over the octonions? The usual approach to octonions(we refer to Ref. 2 for a recent
survey of the existing theory for the octonions) does not provide an answer. However, it turned out
that such an answer is possible using the recent Hopf-algebraic approach to octonions proposed by
Albuquerque and Majid in Ref. 1. Namely, they first introduced the concept of a “quasialgebra,”
as being an algebra in a tensor category(in this paper we restrict the term to algebras in the tensor
category of modules over a quasi-Hopf algebra) and then proved that the(nonassociative) algebra
of octonions is such a quasialgebra; they defined also a module over a quasialgebraA as being an
A-module in the same tensor category whereA lives as an algebra and hence a suitable definition
of modules over the octonions may be derived from this.

If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra andM is a finite dimensionalleft H-module, Albuquerque and
Majid constructed the so-called “endomorphism quasialgebra” ofM—which is built on the vector
space EndsMd and will be denoted below by endsMd—using “tensor-categorical” techniques, that
is by introducing first a quasialgebra structure onM ^ M* and then transfering it to EndsMd via
the linear isomorphism EndsMd.M ^ M*. Also, if A is an algebra in the category of left
H-modules, they proved that setting a structure of anA-module onM is equivalent to giving a
quasialgebra mapA→endsMd.

There is an obvious analogy with what happens for other classes of algebras(associative or
Lie), where setting a module structure on a vector space is equivalent to giving an algebra map
from the algebra to a certain “endomorphism algebra” constructed out of the vector space, but in
those cases one can construct the “endomorphism algebra” of any object(not necessarily finite
dimensional), so it is natural to see whether this is possible also for the class of quasialgebras.
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In order to explain our contribution to this subject, let us first recall some results from Ref. 6.
First, if H is a quasi-Hopf algebra,B an associative algebra andv :H→B an algebra map, then on
B one can introduce a structure of an algebra in the tensor category of leftH-modules(a left
H-module algebra structure, in the terminology of Ref. 6), denoted byBv. Second, ifA is a left
H-module algebra, an associative algebra, denoted byA#H and called the smash product, has
been introduced in Ref. 6 and the leftA#H-modules were described. These turned out to coincide
with the A-modules in the category of leftH-modules(called leftA, H-modules in Ref. 6).

The first aim of this paper is to point out that the modules over a quasialgebra, as defined by
Albuquerque and Majid, coincide with modules over an associative algebra, namely, a quasi-Hopf
smash product. As a consequence, we obtain that the category of modules over a twisted group
quasialgebrakGF is isomorphic to the category of modules over the algebra ofuGu by uGu matrices
overk (whereuGu is the order of the groupG), and in particular that the category of modules over
the octonions is isomorphic to the category of modules over the algebra of 838 real matrices.

The second aim is to provide a different approach to the endomorphism quasialgebra associ-
ated to an object, which works also in theinfinite dimensional case. Namely, ifH is a quasi-Hopf
algebra,A a left H-module algebra andM a left H-module, we have the algebra mapv :H
→EndsMd, vshdsmd=h·m, so we can consider the leftH-module algebra EndsMdv (this will be the
endomorphism quasialgebra associated toM); then we prove that setting a structure of a leftA,
H-module onM is equivalent to giving a morphism of leftH-module algebrasw :A→EndsMdv

(the proof relies on the use of the smash productA#H). Also, we prove that ifM is a finite
dimensional leftH-module, then EndsMdv coincides with endsMd defined in Ref. 1 as left
H-module algebras, and that ifM is moreover a leftA, H-module, then the mapw coincides with
the similar mapA→endsMd defined by Albuquerque and Majid.

As an immediate consequence of the identification EndsMdv;endsMd and of results in Ref. 4,
we obtain that ifM is a finite dimensional Yetter–DrinfeldH-module, then EndsMdv is a Yetter–
Drinfeld H-module algebra.

The analogy with the classes of associative or Lie algebras mentioned before can be pushed
forward. Namely, the concepts of abimoduleover an associative or Lie algebra are a manifestation
of a single concept, that of a bimodule over an algebra with respect to a class of algebras(see Ref.
18). We prove that ifH is a quasi-bialgebra andA is a leftH-module algebra, then anA-bimodule
with respect to the class of leftH-module algebras, in the sense of Ref. 18, is the same as an
A-bimodule in the tensor category of leftH-modules.

In the final section we discuss possible definitions as endomorphism quasialgebras for Heisen-
berg doubles of a finite dimensional quasi-Hopf algebra.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We work over a commutative fieldk. All algebras, linear spaces, etc., will be overk; un-
adorned̂ meanŝ k. Following Drinfeld,9 a quasi-bialgebra is a fourtuplesH ,D ,« ,Fd, whereH
is an associative algebra with unit,F is an invertible element inH ^ H ^ H, andD :H→H ^ H and
« :H→k are algebra homomorphisms satisfying the identities

sid ^ DdsDshdd = FsD ^ iddsDshddF−1, s2.1d

sid ^ «dsDshdd = h ^ 1, s« ^ iddsDshdd = 1 ^ h, s2.2d

for all hPH, andF has to be a normalized 3-cocycle, in the sense that

s1 ^ Fdsid ^ D ^ iddsFdsF ^ 1d = sid ^ id ^ DdsFdsD ^ id ^ iddsFd, s2.3d
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sid ^ « ^ iddsFd = 1 ^ 1 ^ 1. s2.4d

The mapD is called the coproduct or the comultiplication,« the counit andF the reassociator. As
for Hopf algebras19 we denoteDshd=oh1 ^ h2, but sinceD is only quasi-coassociative we adopt
the further convention

sD ^ iddsDshdd = o hs1,1d ^ hs1,2d ^ h2, sid ^ DdsDshdd = o h1 ^ hs2,1d ^ hs2,2d,

for all hPH. We will denote the tensor components ofF by capital letters, and those ofF−1 by
small letters, namely,

F = o X1
^ X2

^ X3 = o T1
^ T2

^ T3 = o V1
^ V2

^ V3 = ¯ ,

F−1 = o x1
^ x2

^ x3 = o t1 ^ t2 ^ t3 = o v1
^ v2

^ v3 = ¯ .

The quasi-bialgebraH is called a quasi-Hopf algebra if there exists an antiautomorphismS of the
algebraH and elementsa ,bPH such that, for allhPH, we have

o Ssh1dah2 = «shda and o h1bSsh2d = «shdb, s2.5d

o X1bSsX2daX3 = 1 and o Ssx1dax2bSsx3d = 1. s2.6d

For a quasi-Hopf algebra the antipode is determined uniquely up to a transformationa°Ua,
b°bU−1, Sshd°USshdU−1, where UPH is invertible. The axioms for a quasi-Hopf algebra
imply that «sad«sbd=1, so, by rescalinga andb, we may assume without loss of generality that
«sad=«sbd=1 and« +S=«. The identities(2.2)–(2.4) also imply that

s« ^ id ^ iddsFd = sid ^ id ^ «dsFd = 1 ^ 1 ^ 1. s2.7d

Together with a quasi-bialgebra or a quasi-Hopf algebraH=sH ,D ,« ,F ,S,a ,bd we also haveHop,
Hcop andHop,copas quasi-bialgebras(respectively, quasi-Hopf algebras), where “op” means oppo-
site multiplication and “cop” means opposite comultiplication. The structures are obtained by
setting Fop=F−1, Fcop=sF−1d321, Fop,cop=F321, Sop=Scop=sSop,copd−1=S−1, aop=S−1sbd, bop

=S−1sad, acop=S−1sad, bcop=S−1sbd, aop,cop=b, andbop,cop=a.
Next we recall that the definition of a quasi-bialgebra or quasi-Hopf algebra is “twist covari-

ant” in the following sense. An invertible elementFPH ^ H is called agauge transformationor
twist if s« ^ iddsFd=sid ^ «dsFd=1. If H is a quasi-bialgebra or a quasi-Hopf algebra andF
=oF1 ^ F2PH ^ H is a gauge transformation with inverseF−1=oG1 ^ G2, then we can define a
new quasi-bialgebra(respectively, quasi-Hopf algebra) HF by keeping the multiplication, unit,
counit (and antipode in the case of a quasi-Hopf algebra) of H and replacing the comultiplication,
reassociator and the elementsa andb by

DFshd = FDshdF−1, s2.8d

FF = s1 ^ Fdsid ^ DdsFdFsD ^ iddsF−1dsF−1
^ 1d, s2.9d

aF = o SsG1daG2, bF = o F1bSsF2d. s2.10d

It is well known that the antipode of a Hopf algebra is an anti-coalgebra morphism. For a
quasi-Hopf algebra, we have the following statement: there exists a gauge transformationf PH
^ H such that
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fDsSshddf−1 = o sS^ SdsDcopshdd for all h P H. s2.11d

The elementf can be computed explicitly. First set

o A1
^ A2

^ A3
^ A4 = sF ^ 1dsD ^ id ^ iddsF−1d, s2.12d

o B1
^ B2

^ B3
^ B4 = sD ^ id ^ iddsFdsF−1

^ 1d, s2.13d

and then defineg ,dPH ^ H by

g = o SsA2daA3
^ SsA1daA4 andd = o B1bSsB4d ^ B2bSsB3d. s2.14d

Then f and f−1 are given by the formulas

f = o sS^ SdsDcopsx1ddgDsx2bSsx3dd, s2.15d

f−1 = o DsSsx1dax2ddsS^ SdsDcopsx3dd. s2.16d

If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra, following Refs. 10 and 11 we may define the elements

pR = o p1
^ p2 = o x1

^ x2bSsx3d, qR = o q1
^ q2 = o X1

^ S−1saX3dX2, s2.17d

pL = o p̃1
^ p̃2 = o X2S−1sX1bd ^ X3, qL = o q̃1

^ q̃2 = o Ssx1dax2
^ x3 s2.18d

satisfying the relations(for all hPH):

o q1
1p1

^ q2
1p2Ssq2d = 1 ^ 1, o q1p1

1
^ S−1sp2dq2p2

1 = 1 ^ 1, s2.19d

o Ssp̃1dq̃1p̃1
2

^ q̃2p̃2
2 = 1 ^ 1, o q̃1

2p̃1S−1sq̃1d ^ q̃2
2p̃2 = 1 ^ 1, s2.20d

o Dsh1dpRf1 ^ Ssh2dg = pRfh ^ 1g, o f1 ^ S−1sh2dgqRDsh1d = fh ^ 1gqR, s2.21d

o Dsh2dpLfS−1sh1d ^ 1g = pLf1 ^ hg, o fSsh1d ^ 1gqLDsh2d = f1 ^ hgqL. s2.22d

Suppose thatsH ,D ,« ,Fd is a quasi-bialgebra. IfU, V, W are left(right) H-modules, defineaU,V,W,
aU,V,W: sU ^ Vd ^ W→U ^ sV^ Wd by

aU,V,Wssu ^ vd ^ wd = F · su ^ sv ^ wdd,

aU,V,Wssu ^ vd ^ wd = su ^ sv ^ wdd · F−1.

The categoryHM sMHd of left (right) H-modules becomes a monoidal category(see Refs. 12 and
14 for the terminology) with tensor product^ given via D, associativity constraintsaU,V,W

saU,V,Wd, unit k as a trivialH-module and the usual left and right unit constraints.
Now, let H be a quasi-bialgebra. We say that ak-vector spaceA is a leftH-module algebra if

it is an algebra in the monoidal categoryHM, that isA has a multiplication and a usual unit 1A

satisfying the following conditions:

saa8da9 = o sX1 ·adfsX2 ·a8dsX3 ·a9dg, s2.23d
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h · saa8d = o sh1 ·adsh2 ·a8d, s2.24d

h · 1A = «shd1A, s2.25d

for all a, a8, a9PA andhPH, whereh^ a→h·a is the leftH-module structure ofA. Following
Ref. 6 we define the smash productA#H as follows: as vector spaceA#H is A^ H (elementsa
^ h will be written a#h) with multiplication given by

sa # hdsa8 # h8d = o sx1 ·adsx2h1 ·a8d # x3h2h8, s2.26d

for all a, a8PA, h, h8PH. ThenA#H is an associative algebra with unit 1A#1.
If A8 is another leftH-module algebra, a mapf :A→A8 is a morphism of leftH-module

algebras if it is multiplicative, unital and a morphism of leftH-modules.
For further use we need also the notion of rightH-module algebra. LetH be a quasi-bialgebra.

We say that ak-linear spaceC is a right H-module algebra ifC is an algebra in the monoidal
categoryMH, i.e., C has a multiplication and a usual unit 1C satisfying the following conditions:

scc8dc9 = o sc ·x1dfsc8 ·x2dsc9 ·x3dg, s2.27d

scc8d ·h = o sc ·h1dsc8 ·h2d, s2.28d

1C ·h = «shd1C, s2.29d

for all c, c8, c9PC andhPH, wherec^ h→c·h is the rightH-module structure ofC.
Let H be a quasi-bialgebra,FPH ^ H a gauge transformation andA a left H-module algebra.

Then, following Refs. 6 and 5, we can define a new multiplication onA, by

aLb = o sG1 ·adsG2 ·bd, ∀ a,b P A, s2.30d

where F−1=oG1 ^ G2. If we denote byAF−1 the resulting structure, thenAF−1 becomes a left
HF-module algebra, with the same unit andH-action as forA, and moreover the map

l:A # H → AF−1 # HF, lsa # hd = o F1 ·a # F2h,

is an algebra isomorphism.
If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra,B an associative algebra andv :H→B an algebra map, then,

following Ref. 6, we can introduce on the vector spaceB a left H-module algebra structure,
denoted byBv in what follows, for which the multiplication, unit and leftH-action are

b ! b8 = o vsX1dbvsSsx1X2dax2X1
3db8vsSsx3X2

3dd, ∀ b,b8 P B, s2.31d

1Bv = vsbd, s2.32d

hxvb = o vsh1dbvsSsh2dd, ∀ h P H,b P B. s2.33d

If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra andA is a left H-module algebra, define the following maps:

j :H → A # H, jshd = 1 #h, ∀ h P H, s2.34d
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i0:A → A # H, i0sad = o x1 ·a # x2bSsx3d, ∀ a P A. s2.35d

Then, by Ref. 6,j is an algebra map andi0 is a morphism of leftH-module algebras fromA to
sA#Hd j. Moreover, the following universal property of the smash productA#H holds(see Ref. 6,
Proposition 2.9): if B is an associative algebra,v :H→B is an algebra map andw :A→Bv is a
morphism of leftH-module algebras, then there exists a unique algebra mapw#v :A#H→B such
that sw#vd + i0=w and sw#vd + j =v; this map may be described explicitly as follows:

sw # vdsa # hd = o vsX1dwsadvsSsX2daX3hd, ∀ a P A, h P H. s2.36d

Now recall from Ref. 6 the following concept.
Definition 2.1: Let H be a quasi-bialgebra andA a left H-module algebra. We say thatM, a

k-linear space, is a leftA, H-module if

(i) M is a left H-module with action denoted byh^ m°h·m.
(ii ) A acts weakly onM to the left, i.e., there exists ak-linear mapA^ M→M, denoted by

a^ m°axm, such that 1Axm=m for all mPM.
(iii ) The following compatibility relations hold:

a x sb x md = o fsx1 ·adsx2 ·bdg x sx3 ·md, s2.37d

h · sa x md = o sh1 ·ad x sh2 ·md, s2.38d

for all hPH, a, bPA and mPM sthese conditions may be expressed equivalently by
saying thatM is a left A-module in the tensor categoryHMd.

The category of all leftA, H-modules, morphisms being the maps that areH-linear and
preserve theA-action, will be denoted byA,HM.

Let A#H-mod be the category of leftA#H-modules; we have the following result(see Ref. 6).
Proposition 2.2: Let H be a quasi-bialgebra andA a left H-module algebra. Then the catego-

ries A,HM andA#H-mod are isomorphic.
The isomorphism is given as follows. IfM PA#H-mod withA#H-module structure given by

sa#hd ^ m° sa#hd ·m, then MPA,HM with A-action given byaxm=sa#1d ·m and H-action
given by h·m=s1#hd ·m. Conversely, ifMPA,HM, then M becomes a leftA#H-module with
action sa#hd ·m=axsh·md.

III. OCTONIONS AND OTHER TWISTED GROUP QUASIALGEBRAS

Let G be a finite group,kG its group algebra andksGd the dual Hopf algebra ofkG. We recall
first the setting in Ref. 1, but in a quasi-Hopf framework(not dual quasi-Hopf as in Ref. 1). Let
T:G3G→k* be an invertible map, with inverseF :G3G→k*, such thatTs1,xd=Tsx,1d=1 for
all xPG, and regardT and F as extended tokG^ kG, so we can regard them as elements in
ksGd ^ ksGd, where they become gauge transformations. So, we have the Hopf algebraksGd, T a
gauge transformation on it, and we have the leftksGd-module algebrakG [with the left regular
action ofksGd on kG, that isp⇀x=psxdx for all pPksGd andxPG]. From the preliminaries, we
know that we can consider the leftksGdT-module algebrakGF, and also that we have an algebra
isomorphism,

kGF # ksGdT . kG# ksGd.

Let us mention that the multiplication inkGF (denoted in Ref. 1 bykFG), which is given by
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x·Fy = Fsx,ydxy, ∀ x,y P G,

is in general nonassociative, and thatksGdT, though is a Hopf algebra(being commutative), is
regarded here as a quasi-Hopf algebra, with reassociator obtained by extending the mapf :G
3G3G→k* given by

fsx,y,zd =
Tsx,yzdTsy,zd
Tsxy,zdTsx,yd

=
Fsx,ydFsxy,zd
Fsy,zdFsx,yzd

,

so in generalkGF is aksGdT-module algebraonly in the quasi-Hopf sense(not in the Hopf sense).
Now, it is well known(see Ref. 16) that kG#ksGd, which is the Heisenberg double ofkG, is

isomorphic as an algebra to the matrix algebraM uGuskd, whereuGu is the order ofG. Since leftkGF,
ksGdT-modules coincide to leftkGF#ksGdT-modules, we get the following result.

Proposition 3.1: The category of left kGF, ksGdT-modules is isomorphic to the category of left
M uGuskd-modules.

In particular, as proved in Ref. 1, the algebraO of octonions is of the formkGF, for G=Z2

3Z23Z2 (whereZ2 is the group with two elements) and a certain mapF, so we get the following
as a consequence.

Corollary 3.2: The category of modules over the octonions is isomorphic to the category of
modules over the algebra of838 real matrices.

IV. THE ENDOMORPHISM QUASIALGEBRA ASSOCIATED TO A MODULE

Lemma 4.1: Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra, B, C associative algebras, h :B→C, j :H→B,
v :H→C algebra maps such thath + j =v. Then the maph :Bj →Cv is a morphism of left H-module
algebras.

Proof: Follows by a direct computation, using the formulas(2.31)–(2.33). h

Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra andM a left H-module, with action denoted byh^ m°h·m.
Consider the(usual) associative algebra EndsMd (with composition) and definev :H→EndsMd,
vshdsmd=h·m, which is an algebra map, so we can consider the leftH-module algebra EndsMdv,
whose multiplication, unit andH-action are given as follows[using the formulas(2.31)–(2.33)]:

su ! u8dsmd = o X1 ·usSsx1X2dax2X1
3 ·u8sSsx3X2

3d ·mdd, s4.1d

1EndsMdvsmd = vsbdsmd = b ·m, s4.2d

shxvudsmd = o h1 ·usSsh2d ·md, s4.3d

for all hPH, u, u8PEndsMdv, mPM.
Suppose now that we have also a leftH-module algebraA, with notationh^ a°h·a anda

^ a8°aa8. Our first aim is to prove the following result.
Theorem 4.2: Setting a structure of a left A, H-module on M is equivalent to giving a

morphism of left H-module algebrasw :A→EndsMdv. The correspondence is given as follows: if
M is a left A, H-module (with A-action denoted by â m°axm) then the mapw :A
→EndsMdv is given by

wsadsmd = o sp1 ·ad x sp2 ·md, ∀ a P A, mP M , s4.4d

where pR=op1 ^ p2=ox1 ^ x2bSsx3d. Conversely, if w :A→EndsMdv is a morphism of left
H-module algebras, then M becomes a left A, H-module, with A-action given by

a x m= o q1 · wsadsSsq2d ·md, ∀ a P A, mP M , s4.5d
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where qR=oq1 ^ q2=oX1 ^ S−1saX3dX2, and the H-action being the original H-module structure
of M.

Proof: Suppose first thatM is a left A, H-module, withA-actiona^ m°axm. As we know,
this is equivalent toM being a leftA#H-module, with structure

sa # hd ·m= a x sh ·md, ∀ a P A, h P H, mP M .

So, considering the usual associative algebra EndsMd, we obtain an algebra maph :A#H
→EndsMd, hsa#hdsmd=sa#hd ·m. We also have the canonical algebra mapj :H→A#H, jshd
=1#h; since we obviously have thath + j =v, we may apply the previous lemma and obtain that the
maph : sA#Hd j →EndsMdv is a morphism of leftH-module algebras. It follows from the prelimi-
naries that the mapi0:A→ sA#Hd j, i0sad=op1·a#p2, wherepR=op1 ^ p2=ox1 ^ x2bSsx3d, is a
morphism of leftH-module algebras, so the composition

w = h + i0:A → EndsMdv

is also a morphism of leftH-module algebras, and one can easily check that it is given by

wsadsmd = o sp1 ·ad x sp2 ·md, ∀ a P A, mP M .

Conversely, letw :A→EndsMdv be a morphism of leftH-module algebras; by applying the uni-
versal property of the smash productA#H (see Sec. II) for B=EndsMd, we obtain the algebra map
w#v :A#H→EndsMd, which [using the formula(2.36)] may be expressed as follows:

sw # vdsa # hdsmd = o q1 · wsadsSsq2dh ·md, ∀ a P A, h P H, mP M .

Hence,M becomes a leftA#H-module(i.e., a leftA, H-module) with action

sa # hd ·m= o q1 · wsadsSsq2dh ·md, ∀ a P A, h P H, mP M .

In particular, theA-action is given by

a x m= sa # 1d ·m= o q1 · wsadsSsq2d ·md, ∀ a P A, mP M ,

and, using the fact thatoq1bSsq2d=1 [which follows from the relation(2.6)], we obtain that the
H-action is given by

s1 #hd ·m= o q1bSsq2dh ·m= h ·m, ∀ h P H, mP M .

Now the only thing left to prove is that the two correspondences are inverse to each other.
If M is an A, H-module with A-action denoted byx, if w is the associated mapw :A

→EndsMdv and we denote byx8 the A-action associated tow, we have(for all aPA and m
PM):

ax8m= o q1 · ssp1 ·ad x sp2Ssq2d ·mdd

s2.38d = o sq1
1p1 ·ad x sq2

1p2Ssq2d ·md

s2.19d = a x m.

Conversely, ifw :A→EndsMdv is a leftH-module algebra map, ifx is theA-action obtained from
w andw8 is the map obtained from thisA, H-module structure onM, we have(for all aPA and
mPM)
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w8sadsmd = o sp1 ·ad x sp2 ·md

= o q1 · wsp1 ·adsSsq2dp2 ·md

= o q1 · ssp1xvwsaddsSsq2dp2 ·mdd

s4.3d = o q1 · sp1
1 · wsadsSsp2

1dSsq2dp2 ·mdd

= o q1p1
1 · wsadsSsS−1sp2dq2p2

1d ·md

s2.19d = wsadsmd,

and the proof is complete. h

By taking in the TheoremA=EndsMdv andw=id, we obtain the following consequence:
Corollary 4.3: If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra and M is a left H-module, then M becomes a left

EndsMdv, H-module [i.e., a leftEndsMdv#H-module], withEndsMdv-action given by

u x m= o q1 ·usSsq2d ·md, s4.6d

for all uPEndsMdv, mPM.
We study now the behavior of the construction EndsMdv under twisting. Namely, letH be a

quasi-Hopf algebra,FPH ^ H a gauge transformation andM a left H-module. ThenM is also a
left HF-module, with the sameH-action. Denote byv :H→EndsMd and vF :HF→EndsMd the
corresponding algebra maps, and consider theH-module algebra EndsMdv and theHF-module
algebra EndsMdvF; we also consider theHF-module algebra EndsMdF−1

v . In view of similar results
concerning invariance under twisting, one might expect to have EndsMdvF;EndsMdF−1

v , but in
general this is not true. Nevertheless, we will prove that they are isomorphic as leftHF-module
algebras.

Actually, we will prove something more general. LetH be a quasi-Hopf algebra,FPH ^ H a
gauge transformation,B an associative algebra,v :H→B an algebra map, which will be denoted
by vF when considered as a map fromHF to B.

Proposition 4.4: The map

c:BF−1
v → BvF, csbd = o vsF1dbvsSsF2dd, ∀ b P B,

is an isomorphism of left HF-module algebras.
Proof: The mapc is obviously bijective, with inverse given byc−1sbd=ovsG1dbvsSsG2dd, for

all bPB, whereF−1=oG1 ^ G2. Then one checks by a direct computation thatc is a morphism of
left HF-module algebras, using the formulas forDF, FF, aF, bF and for the multiplications, units
and actions inBvF andBF−1

v . h

By taking B=EndsMd, we obtain the following.
Corollary 4.5: EndsMdvF and EndsMdF−1

v are isomorphic as left HF-module algebras.
If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra, the leftH-module algebraHidH was denoted in Ref. 6 byH0; its

multiplication is given by

g ! h = o X1gSsx1X2dax2X1
3hSsx3X2

3d, ∀ g,h P H,

the unit isb and the leftH-action ishxh8=oh1h8Ssh2d, for all h, h8PH. Then, from the above
proposition, we get also the following consequence(by takingB=H, v=idH in the proposition):

Corollary 4.6: sH0dF−1.sHFd0 as left HF-module algebras, with an isomorphism given by
c : sH0dF−1→ sHFd0, cshd=oF1hSsF2d for all hPH, where F=oF1 ^ F2 is a gauge transformation
on H.

For completeness’ sake and further use, we also treat the case of rightA-modules inHM.
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Let H be a quasi-bialgebra andA a left H-module algebra. If we letAop be A with opposite
multiplication, then it is easy to see thatAop becomes a leftHcop-module algebra, with the same
unit andH-action as forA.

If H is a quasi-Hopf algebra,B an associative algebra andv :H→B an algebra map, consider
v as algebra map fromHcop to B and denote it byvcop; then we have the leftHcop-module algebra
Bvcop, and by the abovesBvcopdop becomes a leftH-module algebra, which will be denoted byBv.
Its multiplication, unit andH-action are

b ·b8 = o vsx3db8vsS−1saX3x2dX2x2
1dbvsS−1sX1x1

1dd, ∀ b,b8 P B, s4.7d

1Bv
= vsS−1sbdd, s4.8d

h → b = o vsh2dbvsS−1sh1dd, ∀ h P H, b P B. s4.9d

Consequently, ifM is a left H-module andv :H→EndsMd is the algebra map as before, we can
consider the leftH-module algebra EndsMdv, whose structure is

su ·u8dsmd = o x3 ·u8sS−1saX3x2dX2x2
1 ·usS−1sX1x1

1d ·mdd, s4.10d

1EndsMdv
smd = S−1sbd ·m, s4.11d

sh → udsmd = o h2 ·usS−1sh1d ·md, s4.12d

for all u, u8PEndsMdv, mPM, hPH.
Now, if H is a quasi-bialgebra andA is a left H-module algebra, we can define a rightA,

H-moduleM as being a rightA-module inHM. That is,M must be a leftH-module, together with
a right A-actionM ^ A→M, m^ a°mva, with mv1=m for all mPM, such that

smvadvb = o sX1 ·mdvfsX2 ·adsX3 ·bdg, s4.13d

h · smvad = o sh1 ·mdvsh2 ·ad, s4.14d

for all hPH, mPM, abPA.
It is easy to see thatM being a rightA, H-module is equivalent toM being a leftAop,

Hcop-module(i.e., a leftAop#Hcop-module). Then, ifH is moreover a quasi-Hopf algebra and using
also the fact that the elementspR and qR for Hcop may be expressed aspR

cop=pL
21 and qR

cop=qL
21,

wherepL and qL are the ones forH, by applying the theorem forAop, Hcop, M, EndsMdvcop, we
obtain the following result.

Proposition 4.7: Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra, A a left H-module algebra and M a left
H-module. Then setting a structure of a right A, H-module on M is equivalent to giving a
morphism of left H-module algebrash :A→EndsMdv. The correspondence is given as follows: if
M is a right A, H-module (with A-action denoted by m̂ a°mva) then the maph :A
→EndsMdv is given by

hsadsmd = o sp̃1 ·mdvsp̃2 ·ad, ∀ a P A, mP M , s4.15d

where pL=op̃1 ^ p̃2=oX2S−1sX1bd ^ X3. Conversely, ifh :A→EndsMdv is a morphism of left
H-module algebras, then M becomes a right A,H-module, with A-action given by

mva = o q̃2 · hsadsS−1sq̃1d ·md, ∀ a P A, mP M , s4.16d
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where qL=oq̃1 ^ q̃2=oSsx1dax2 ^ x3, and the H-action being the original H-module structure of
M.

As we have seen, the construction of EndsMdv was obtained from the one of EndsMdv by
taking opposites and co-opposites. However, there is also another relation between the two con-
structions. Namely, ifM is a left H-module, it is well known that on the linear dual ofM we can
introduce two leftH-module structures, denoted byM* and *M, with H-actions sh·m* dsmd
=m* sSshd ·md, for all hPH, mPM, m* PM*, respectively,sh· *mdsmd= * msS−1shd ·md for all
hPH, mPM, *mP * M [the corresponding algebra mapsH→EndsM * d and H→Ends* Md are
denoted byv*, respectively, *v].

If u:M→M is a linear map, we denote byu* its transpose given byu* sjd=j +u for all j
PM*.

We have then the following result, which generalizes a part of Proposition 4.7 in Ref. 8.
Proposition 4.8: Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra and M a left H-module. Then the map u°u*

gives H-module algebra morphisms EndsMdv→EndsM * dv* and EndsMdv→Ends* Md*v, which
are isomorphisms if M is finite dimensional.

Proof: Follows by a direct computation, using the formulas for the structures of theH-module
algebras EndsMdv, EndsM * dv* , etc. h

Let againH be a quasi-bialgebra andA a left H-module algebra. We introduce now the
concept of anA, H-bimodule, as being anA-bimodule inHM. That is,M must be a leftH-module
which is a left and a rightA, H-module(with A-actions denoted byx andv) and such that

saxmdvb = o sX1 ·adxfsX2 ·mdvsX3 ·bdg, ∀ a,b P A, mP M . s4.17d

Recall now from Ref. 18 the following concept. LetC be a class of(not necessarily associative)
algebras,APC andM a linear space with two linear actionsa^ m°axm andm^ a°mva of A
on M. Then on the direct sumA% M one can introduce an algebra structure(called thesemidirect
sum or split null extension) by defining a multiplication inA% M by

sa + mdsa8 + m8d = aa8 + smva8 + axm8d, s4.18d

for all a, a8PA andm, m8PM. Then, ifA% M with this algebra structure is inC, we say thatM
is an A-bimodule with respect toC. If C is the class of all associative algebras or of all Lie
algebras, we obtain the usual concepts of bimodule for these types of algebras. We have then the
following result.

Proposition 4.9: Let H be a quasi-bialgebra, A a left H-module algebra and M a k-linear
space. Then M is an A-bimodule with respect to the class of left H-module algebras (that is, A
% M is a left H-module algebra) if and only if M is an A, H-bimodule.

Proof: If M is anA, H-bimodule, one can prove by a direct computation thatA% M becomes
a left H-module algebra. Conversely, ifA% M is a leftH-module algebra, then firstM becomes a
left H-module with structure induced from the one ofA% M. Then, if the unit ofA% M is an
element of the forma0+m0, writing down the unit condition we obtain first thata0 should be 1A,
then that 1Axm=mv1A=m for all mPM and finally thatm0=0. Similarly, writing down the
conditions forA% M to be a leftH-module algebra, by taking properly particular values of the
elements involved we obtain finally the conditions expressing the fact thatM is an A,
H-bimodule. h

V. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE

Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra,A a left H-module algebra andM a finite dimensionalleft
H-module. Then, by using the identification EndsMd.M ^ M*, Albuquerque and Majid intro-
duced in Ref. 1 a leftH-module algebra structure on EndsMd, and, ifM is also a leftA, H-module,
a morphism of leftH-module algebrasA→EndsMd. Our aim now is to prove that they actually
coincide with EndsMdv andw :A→EndsMdv, respectively(notation as in the preceding section).
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Let us recall some well-known facts, cf. Refs. 12 and 14. IfH is a quasi-Hopf algebra andM
is a leftH-module, we consider the two leftH-modulesM* (the left dual) and *M (the right dual)
as before. IfM is moreover finite dimensional and we fixhe1, . . . ,enj a basis inM with he1, . . . ,enj
its dual basis inM*, then we have thek-linear maps,

evM:M * ^ M → k, coevM:k → M ^ M * , s5.1d

evMsei
^ ejd = eisa ·ejd, coevMs1d = o

i=1

n

b ·ei ^ ei , s5.2d

evM8 :M ^ * M → k, coevM8 :k → * M ^ M , s5.3d

evM8 sei ^ ejd = ejsS−1sad ·eid, coevM8 s1d = o
i=1

n

ei
^ S−1sbd ·ei s5.4d

(the evaluation and coevaluation maps), which areH-linear and makeM a rigid object inHM.
With this notation, let us recall from Ref. 1 thatM ^ M* becomes a leftH-module algebra, as

follows: the leftH-module structure is the tensor product ofM andM*, and the multiplication is
given by the formula

sidM ^ sevM ^ idM*dd + sidM ^ aM*,M,M*
−1 d + aM,M*,M^M* s5.5d

[as a mapsM ^ M * d ^ sM ^ M * d→M ^ M* ]. On the other hand, the map

l:EndsMd → M ^ M * , lsud = o
i=1

n

useid ^ ei, ∀ u P EndsMd

is a linear isomorphism, with inverse

l−1:M ^ M * → EndsMd, l−1sm ^ jdsm8d = jsm8dm, ∀ m,m8 P M, j P M * ,

so we can transfer theH-module algebra structure ofM ^ M* to EndsMd via l; let us denote by
endsMd this H-module algebra structure on EndsMd (this is the one appearing, with different
notation, in Ref. 1).

Proposition 5.1: With notation as above, endsMd and EndsMdv coincide as left H-module
algebras.

Proof: The fact that endsMd=EndsMdv as leftH-modules follows from the fact, proved in Ref.
7, that the mapl given above, considered as a mapl :EndsMdv→M ^ M*, is H-linear. So, we
only have to prove that the multiplications of endsMd and EndsMdv coincide. Let us compute the
multiplication in endsMd. By using the identification endsMd.M ^ M* via l and by considering
the multiplication as a map endsMd ^ endsMd→M ^ M*, the sequence of compositions in formula
(5.5) looks as follows[for u u8PendsMd]:

u ^ u8 ° o suseid ^ eid ^ su8sejd ^ ejd

° o X1 ·useid ^ sX2 ·ei
^ sX1

3 ·u8sejd ^ X2
3 ·ejdd

° o X1 ·useid ^ ssx1X2 ·ei
^ x2X1

3 ·u8sejdd ^ x3X2
3 ·ejd

° o sx1X2 ·eidsax2X1
3 ·u8sejddX1 ·useid ^ x3X2

3 ·ej

= o eisSsx1X2dax2X1
3 ·u8sejddX1 ·useid ^ x3X2

3 ·ej
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= o X1 ·usSsx1X2dax2X1
3 ·u8sejdd ^ x3X2

3 ·ej ,

so, if mPM, the multiplication of endsMd is

su ·u8dsmd = o sx3X2
3 ·ejdsmdX1 ·usSsx1X2dax2X1

3 ·u8sejdd

= o ejsSsx3X2
3d ·mdX1 ·usSsx1X2dax2X1

3 ·u8sejdd

= o X1 ·usSsx1X2dax2X1
3 ·u8sSsx3X2

3d ·mdd,

and one can see that this is exactly the multiplication of EndsMdv. Moreover, the unit of EndsMdv

coincides withcoevMs1d after the identification EndsMdv;M ^ M* via l. h

Suppose now thatM is not only a leftH-module, but also a leftA, H-module, whereA is a left
H-module algebra. Then Albuquerque and Majid constructed in Ref. 1 a mapr :A→endsMd,
which is a morphism of leftH-module algebras, and which is given as follows:

r = l−1 + sx ^ idM*d + aA,M,M*
−1 + sid ^ coevMd. s5.6d

Proposition 5.2: The left H-module algebra mapsw :A→EndsMdv and r :A→endsMd coin-
cide.

Proof: Let us describe the mapr explicitly. For aPA, we have

rsad = l−1 + sx ^ idM*d + aA,M,M*
−1 sa ^ so b ·ei ^ eidd

= o l−1 + sx ^ idM*dssx1 ·a ^ x2b ·eid ^ x3 ·eid

= o l−1ssx1 ·ad x sx2b ·eid ^ x3 ·eid,

so, formPM, we obtain

rsadsmd = o sx3 ·eidsmdsx1 ·ad x sx2b ·eid

= o eisSsx3d ·mdsx1 ·ad x sx2b ·eid

= o sx1 ·ad x sx2bSsx3d ·md = o sp1 ·ad x sp2 ·md,

and this is exactly the formula forwsadsmd, hence we haver=w. h

Moreover, Albuquerque and Majid proved that ifH is a quasi-Hopf algebra andM is a finite
dimensional leftH-module, then we have an action of endsMd on M, which, using the identifica-
tion endsMd.M ^ M* via l, is given by the map

sidM ^ evMd + aM,M*,M:sM ^ M * d ^ M → M . s5.7d

Then, using the formulas forl, evM andaM,M*,M, one can verify that this action coincides with the
one given by the formula(4.6).

Suppose again thatH is a quasi-Hopf algebra andM is a finite dimensional leftH-module.
Then, similarly to the definition of endsMd, we can define another leftH-module algebra structure
on EndsMd, by first introducing one on *M ^ M by the formula

ssid* M ^ evM8 d ^ idMd + sa* M,M,*M ^ idMd + a* M^M,*M,M
−1

for the multiplication andcoevM8 s1d for the unit, and then transfering it to EndsMd via the canoni-
cal linear isomorphism EndsMd. * M ^ M. Then a similar computation yields the following re-
sult.

Proposition 5.3: The H-module algebra structure induced onEndsMd by the one of* M ^ M
coincides withEndsMdv.
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We give now an application of the identification EndsMdv;endsMd. Let us first recall from
Ref. 15 that a(left) Yetter–Drinfeld module overH is a left H-moduleM, together with a left
H-coaction onM and some compatibility conditions between the two structures, ensuring that if
we take the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules, it is just the center of the monoidal category of
left H-modules(we refer to Ref. 15 for detail).

Suppose now thatH is a quasi-Hopf algebra andM is a finite dimensional Yetter–Drinfeld
module. The following result generalizes the corresponding one for Hopf algebras proved in Ref.
8.

Proposition 5.4: EndsMdv and EndsMdv are algebras in the category of Yetter–Drinfeld mod-
ules over H.

Proof: We give the proof only for EndsMdv, it is similar for EndsMdv. It was proved in Ref. 4
that M*, the left dual of M, becomes also a Yetter–Drinfeld module, soM ^ M* is a Yetter–
Drinfeld module too; by the identification EndsMdv;M ^ M* via l we obtain that EndsMdv is
also a Yetter–Drinfeld module. Since we already know that EndsMdv is an algebra inHM, the only
thing left to prove would be that the multiplication and unit of EndsMdv intertwine the correspond-
ing H-coaction on EndsMdv; a direct proof of these facts would be quite technical and difficult
(even for the unit). However, we can give an immediate proof using the identification EndsMdv

;endsMd. Namely, it was proved in Ref. 4 thatevM andcoevM are morphisms not only inHM,
but also in the Yetter–Drinfeld category, so the multiplication(5.5) of endsMd is a morphism in the
Yetter–Drinfeld category, and similarly for the unit of endsMd, which is exactlycoevM, and we are
done. Alternatively, we can obtain the result as a particular case of general results on braided
tensor categories in Ref. 20. h

VI. SOME EXAMPLES OF ENDOMORPHISM QUASIALGEBRAS: HEISENBERG
DOUBLES

We start this section by giving an example taken from Ref. 3, which will turn out to be of the
type EndsMdv. If H is a finite dimensional quasi-Hopf algebra, in Ref. 3 was constructed the

so-calledquasi-smash product H#̄H*, which is a left H-module algebra structure built onH
^ H*, with multiplication, unit andH-action given, for allh, h8PH andj, j8PH*, by

sh#̄jdsh8 #̄j8d = o hh18x
1#̄sj↼ h28x

2dsj8↼ x3d, s6.1d

1H #̄H* = 1H #̄«, s6.2d

h · sh8 #̄jd = h8 #̄h⇀ j, s6.3d

where⇀ and↼ are the left and right regular actions ofH on H* given by

sh⇀ jdsh8d = jsh8hd, sj↼ hdsh8d = jshh8d. s6.4d

Then, in Ref. 3 was constructed a linear isomorphism,

m:H #̄H * . EndsHd, msh#̄jdsh8d = o jsh28p̃
2dhh18p̃

1, s6.5d

for all h, h8PH andjPH*, where pL=op̃1 ^ p̃2=oX2S−1sX1bd ^ X3, with inverse

m−1:EndsHd → H #̄H * , m−1sud = o usq̃2seid2dS−1sq̃1seid1d #̄ei , s6.6d

for all uPEndsHd, where heij and heij are dual bases inH and H*, and qL=oq̃1 ^ q̃2

=oSsx1dax2 ^ x3. Then, theH-module algebra structure ofH#̄H* was transfered to EndsHd via m,
where it looks as follows(the multiplication, unit andH-action):
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su+Iu8dshd = o usu8shx3X2
3dS−1sSsx1X2dax2X1

3ddS−1sX1d, s6.7d

1EndsHd = S−1sbd⇀ idH, sh ·udsh8d = ush8h2dS−1sh1d, s6.8d

for all u,u8PEndsHd andh,h8PH. Then one can easily check that thisH-module algebra struc-
ture on EndsHd is exactly EndsMdv, where M is H regarded as a leftH-module with action

h·m=mS−1shd for all m,hPH. The quasismash productH#̄H* was called the Heisenberg double
of H (its multiplication generalizes the one in the usual Heisenberg double of a Hopf algebra), cf.
Ref. 3. For reasons to be discussed below, we call it thefirst Heisenberg double ofH and denote
it by H1sHd.

To motivate this terminology, we discuss the case of the Heisenberg doubleHsHd of a finite
dimensional Hopf algebraH. It is built on H ^ H* and has the following tensor-categorical prop-
erties: it is a leftDsHd-module algebra and a rightDsHdcop-module algebra[and hence aDsHd,
DsHdcop-bimodule algebra], whereDsHd is the Drinfeld double ofH and the actions ofDsHd on
HsHd are the left and right regular actions if we regardHsHd;DsHd* as linear spaces, see Refs.
13 and 17 for all these. In particular,HsHd is a left H-module algebra[with action h·sh8#jd
=h8#h⇀j] and a rightHcop-module algebra.

Now, if one tries to define a quasi-Hopf analogue of the Heisenberg double, one should obtain
the same tensor-categorical properties as in the Hopf case. But since the three tensor-categorical
properties of the Heisenberg double normally cannot be satisfied simultaneously in the quasi-Hopf
case, it follows that one might be looking for(at least) three Heisenberg doubles of a finite

dimensional quasi-Hopf algebra. The first one then should beH1sHd=H#̄H* defined in Ref. 3,
which is a left H-module algebra, and a construction for the third was proposed in Ref. 17,
providing aDsHd, DsHdcop-bimodule algebra. Now we propose a definition for the second one,
which will be a rightHcop-module algebra and will be realized also as an endomorphism quasial-
gebra.

Again we start with a general construction. IfH is a quasi-bialgebra andA is a leftH-module
algebra with actionh^ a°h·a, then one can prove thatAop becomes a rightHop cop-module
algebra, with actiona·h=h·a. Then we have the following result.

Proposition 6.1: Let H be a quasi-Hopf algebra, B an associative algebra andv :H→B an
algebra map. Define a new multiplication on B by

b ( b8 = o vsS−1sx2
3X3ddbvsx1

3X2S−1sx2X1bddb8vsx1d, ∀ b,b8 P B, s6.9d

and denote byvB this structure. ThenvB becomes a right Hcop-module algebra, with unitvsS−1sadd
and right H-action onvB given by

bvvh = o vsS−1sh2ddbvsh1d, s6.10d

for all hPH and bP vB, whereDshd=oh1 ^ h2 is the comultiplication of H.
Proof: Sincev is an algebra map,v :Hop→Bop is also an algebra map, which will be denoted

by vop. Then we can considersBopdvop
, which is a leftHop-module algebra, hence, by the above

remark, we get thatssBopdvop
dop becomes a rightsHopdop cop=Hcop-module algebra, and one can

easily see thatvB is exactly thisssBopdvop
dop. h

In particular we may takeB=H, v=idH, and obtain a rightHcop-module algebra structure on
H, or we may takeM to be a leftH-module and the mapv :H→EndsMd as before, and we get a
right Hcop-module algebravEndsMd.

We are now interested in the case whenM =H with the left regular action on itself, so we have
the algebra mapv :H→EndsHd, vshdsh8d=hh8, and we can consider the rightHcop-module algebra
vEndsHd. Let us record that the rightH-action on vEndsHd is given by suvvhdsh8d
=oS−1sh2dush1h8d, for all h,h8PH anduP vEndsHd, whereDshd=oh1 ^ h2 is the comultiplication
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of H. We propose thisvEndsHd as thesecondHeisenberg double ofH and denote it byH2sHd.
This proposal will be supported by the next results.

Suppose now thatH is moreover finite dimensional. Then, besides the isomorphismm intro-
duced in Ref. 3, we can construct another linear isomorphism betweenH ^ H* and EndsHd,
namely,

n:H ^ H * → EndsHd, nsh ^ jdsh8d = o jsX2h28p̃
2dS−1sX3dhX1h18p̃

1,

for all h,h8PH andjPH*; one can prove as in Ref. 3 that its inverse is given by

n−1:EndsHd → H ^ H * , n−1sud = o S−1sx3dusq̃2seid2dS−1sq̃1seid1dx1
^ ei↼ x2,

for all uPEndsHd.
Now, we consider on EndsHd the right Hcop-module algebra structurevEndsHd, and we can

transfer it to H ^ H* via the isomorphismsm or n, thus obtaining two(isomorphic) right
Hcop-module algebra structures onH ^ H*.

Proposition 6.2: If we denote by‚, respectively↽, the right H-module structures of H
^ H* obtained by transfer viam, respectivelyn, then‚ and↽ look as follows:

sh8 ^ jd ‚ h = o S−1sh2dh8hs1,1d ^ j↼ hs1,2d, s6.11d

sh8 ^ jd↽ h = o S−1shs2,2ddh8h1 ^ j↼ hs2,1d, s6.12d

for all h ,h8PH and jPH*, whereDshd=oh1 ^ h2 is the comultiplication of H.
Proof: We give the proof only for‚, the one for↽ is similar. We computesh8 ^ jd‚h

PH ^ H* by applying it to an elementgPH on the second component. We have

ssh8 ^ jd ‚ hdsgd = m−1smsh8 ^ jdvvhdsgd

= o smsh8 ^ jdv v hdsq̃2g2dS−1sq̃1g1d

= o svsS−1sh2ddmsh8 ^ jdvsh1ddsq̃2g2dS−1sq̃1g1d

= o S−1sh2dmsh8 ^ jdsh1q̃
2g2dS−1sq̃1g1d

= o S−1sh2djshs1,2dq̃2
2gs2,2dp̃

2dh8hs1,1dq̃1
2gs2,1dp̃

1S−1sg1dS−1sq̃1d

s2.22d = o jshs1,2dq̃2
2p̃2gdS−1sh2dh8hs1,1dq̃1

2p̃1S−1sq̃1d

s2.20d = o jshs1,2dgdS−1sh2dh8hs1,1d = o sS−1sh2dh8hs1,1d ^ j↼ hs1,2ddsgd,

and the proof is finished. h

Now, letH be a finite dimensional quasi-Hopf algebra. We recall from Refs. 10 and 11 the two
realizations of the quantum double ofH built on H* ^ H, hereafter denoted byD1sHd andD2sHd,
whose multiplications are, respectively, given, for allj ,j8PH* and h,h8PH, by

sj ^ hdsj8 ^ h8d = o sV1⇀ j↼V5dsV2hs1,1d⇀ j8↼ S−1sh2dV4d ^ V3hs1,2dh8,

sj ^ hdsj8 ^ h8d = o sv1⇀ j↼ v5dsv2h1⇀ j8↼ S−1shs2,2ddv4d ^ v3hs2,1dh8,

whereV=oV1 ^ ¯ ^ V5, v=ov1 ^ ¯ ^ v5PH^5 are given by

V = o Xs1,1d
1 x1y1

^ Xs1,2d
1 x2y1

2
^ X2

1x3y2
2

^ S−1sf1X2y3d ^ S−1sf2X3d, s6.13d
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v = o x1
^ x2Y1

^ x1
3X1Y1

2
^ S−1sf1xs2,1d

3 X2Y2
2d ^ S−1sf2xs2,2d

3 X3Y3d, s6.14d

and wheref =of1 ^ f2 is the twist defined in(2.15).
Using these formulas, one can prove that the comultiplications ofD1sHd* andD2sHd* (both

identified withH ^ H* as linear spaces), dual to the above multiplications, are given by

DD1sHd*sh ^ jd = o sV5h1V1
^ feisj1↼V3dgejd ^ sS−1sejdV4h2V2ei ^ j2d, s6.15d

DD2sHd*sh ^ jd = o sv5h1v1
^ eifsj1↼ v3dejgd ^ sS−1sejdv4h2v2ei ^ j2d, s6.16d

for all hPH andjPH*, whereDsjd=oj1 ^ j2 is the comultiplication ofH* and heij andheij are
dual bases inH and H*. Using these formulas, one can prove that the right regular actions of
D1sHd on D1sHd* and of D2sHd on D2sHd*, respectively, look as follows:

sh8 ^ jd↼ sj8 ^ hd = o j8sV5h18V
1dS−1sh2dV4h28V

2hs1,1d ^ j↼V3hs1,2d,

sh8 ^ jd↼ sj8 ^ hd = o j8sv5h18v
1dS−1shs2,2ddv4h28v

2h1 ^ j↼ v3hs2,1d,

for all h,h8PH and j ,j8PH*. By taking j8=« in these formulas, we get two rightH-module
structures onH ^ H*, and one can easily see that they are exactly(6.11) and (6.12).

Let us mention that, if the proposed definitions ofH1sHd andH2sHd are natural, they should
be not only leftH and, respectively, rightHcop-module algebras, but also leftDsHd and, respec-
tively, right DsHdcop-module algebras, but so far we have not been able to prove this(direct
computations are very cumbersome).
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